WELCOME TO A CLEANER WAY OF LIVING
An Advanced Dry Carpet Cleaning System from Ultimate Solutions

CALL US TODAY IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, OR WOULD LIKE TO PLACE AN ORDER!
Ultimate Solutions Corporate Office
15571 Container Lane, Huntington Beach, CA 92649
Phone: 800-983-5834 | Fax: 714-901-8404
www.sandiaplastics.com | www.mercurymachiness.com

Manufactured with Pride in the U.S.A.

Brushes
- Soft
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- Stiff
SEE THE BENEFITS
of the Easy Clean B4 Machine and System

• The Easy Clean B4 machine and its advanced envirodri products leave carpets clean, dry and ready for immediate use.

• Its detachable handle allows for stair cleaning, easy transportation and compact storage.

• As a dry carpet cleaning system, it eliminates risk of shrinkage, over wetting, mildew, water marks and color running.

• The machine works advanced Microsponges into the carpet, stimulating them into action. They can then be simply vacuumed away, leaving the carpet clean and dry.

• The Microsponges are the heart of this advanced dry carpet cleaning system. These millions of tiny, soft, sponge-like granules absorb both oil and water-based dirt when agitated into the carpet fiber.

• The Microsponges are Green Seal Approved. Use with the Crystal Clear Concentrate as a spot treatment. It dries to a crystallized polymer that won’t allow tough stains to come back.

APPLICATIONS

• Designed to leave carpets clean, dry and ready for immediate use.

• It is among the best and quietest counter-rotating brush machines on the market. The system is designed for heavy-traffic areas that require regular maintenance.

MACHINE BRUSHES AND ACCESSORIES
Compare the features. Compare the technology.

**Soft Brush** (Part No. EBR.US.GOLDBRUSHES)
The gold brush is mainly used for very delicate residential carpets where long, soft bristles are found. Use on wool and wool Berber carpets to avoid damage (pilling). Set of 2.

**Intermediate Brush - Soft** (Part No. EBR.US.WGBRUSHES)
The gold and white bristles brush is best used for 100%, 80/20 and 50/50 wool carpets. This is suggested to be the most effective brush in the range! Excellent for Oriental and Persian Rugs. Set of 2.

**Standard Brush** (Part No. EBR.US.WHITEBRUSHES)
This is the most versatile of all the brushes, effective on both residential and commercial carpets. It can be used on virtually all carpets except for delicate wools and wool Berber carpets and rugs. Especially effective on moderately soiled cut pile carpets. Set of 2.

**Intermediate Brush - Stiff** (Part No. EBR.US.BWBRUSHES)
This brush has a combination of stiff and standard bristles (black and white) so that it is effective in not only cleaning moderate to heavily soiled carpets, but is also effective in lifting crushed carpet tiles. Effective on both loop and cut pile carpets and rugs. May be used to clean grout too! Set of 2.

**Stiff Brush** (Part No. EBR.US.BLACKBRUSHES)
This black stiff bristle brush is the most aggressive brush and care must be taken not to damage carpet while cleaning. Excellent for heavily crushed commercial polypropylene carpets. Used predominately on heavily soiled carpets. Set of 2.

ENVIRODRI PRODUCTS

**Green Tea Fragrance!**
Available in 1-Quart and 1-Gallon Sizes

Find a Solution for your Carpets
Eight, Powerful Concentrates Available!

- Green Tea Microsponges
- Carpet and Fabric Deodorizer Concentrate
- Pre-Cleaner Concentrate
- Pet Spot and Odor Eliminator Concentrate
- Foaming Carpet and Upholstery Cleaner Concentrate
- Spot Remover Concentrate
- Gum Remover Concentrate
- Crystal Clean Concentrate